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Locate your nozzle style and follow installation instructions below 
 

Installing Premium adjustable nozzles into your display  : 
 
Tools needed: ½" Drill Bit, Power Drill  
For snug fit use 15/32” or 12mm bit 
 
Drill a ½ inch hole wherever you want the adjustable nozzle placed. Take the 
misting assembly apart by pressing the inner ring (collet) (#1) and pulling out 
the top fitting (#2).  Undo the top nut on the bulkhead (#3). Feed the misting 
assembly through the previously drilled hole (#4).  Put the nut back onto the 
bulkhead and hand tighten. Plug the fitting (#2) back into the bulkhead.  Repeat 
for all the remaining misting assemblies. Cut tubing to size and connect all the 
assemblies together. 

 
 
  Installing Value adjustable nozzles into your display  : 
 

Tools needed: 5/8" Drill Bit, Power Drill 
 
Drill a 5/8 inch hole wherever you want the adjustable nozzle placed. Take the 
misting assembly apart doing the following.  If present remove the blue collet 
lock (#1).  Press on the collet (#1) and pull out the top fitting (#3).  Undue the 
nut (#4).  Feed the misting assembly through the previously drilled hole (#5).  
Put the nut back onto the bulkhead and hand tighten. Plug the fitting (#3) back 
into the bulkhead.  Repeat for all the remaining misting assemblies. Cut tubing 
to size and connect all the assemblies together. 
 
 

 
 
  Installing premium non adjustable nozzle into your display  : 
 

Tools needed: 5/8" Drill Bit, Power Drill  
 
Drill a 5/8 inch hole wherever you want the adjustable nozzle placed. Take the 
misting assembly apart by pressing the inner ring (#1) and pulling out the top 
fitting (#2).  Undo the top nut on the bulkhead (#3). Feed the misting assembly 
through the previously drilled hole (#4).  Put the nut back onto the bulkhead 
and hand tighten. Plug the fitting (#2) back into the bulkhead.  Repeat for all 
the remaining misting assemblies. Cut tubing to size and connect all the 
assemblies together. 

 
 
 
 


